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Washington, DC Oral History Project 
 

Transcription of Interview with Terry Lewis on March 21, 2013  
at Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Library 

 
MD: Initials of Interviewer 
TL: Initials of Interviewee 
 
 
(00:00:00) 
 
MD: Ok, so today is March 21, 2013. We’re at the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial 
Library in Washington, DC. My name is Michael Donovan. I’m here with Terry Lewis to 
conduct an oral history interview. For the DC Oral History and Social Justice Project. 
Terry, do I have your permission to record the interview? 
 
TL: Yes, you do. 
 
MD: Thank you. So Terry, I wanted to just start off by asking you some basic 
introductory questions like: How long have you been living in Washington, DC? 
 
TL: All my life. Uh—(unintelligible)—I’m a native of Southeast Washington. 
 
MD:  What neighborhood in Southeast did you grow up in? 
 
TL:  By Chester Berry Farms. 
 
MD:  And you said you live in Maryland now? 
 
TL: Yes. I reside in Maryland now. 
 
MD:  When did you move from DC to Maryland? 
 
TL: About 2000. 2000, yeah. 
 
MD: Were there any particular reasons why you left the city? 
 
TL: No, my mother moved out to Maryland. After being homeless for a while, that’s 
where I reside—with my mother. 
 
MD: So your mother had shelter in Maryland. 
 
TL: Yes. 
 
MD: And you moved in with her. 
 



TL: Right. Yes. 
 
MD: How long were you homeless before you moved in with your mother? 
 
TL: Bout 10 years. (pause) Yea, about 10 years. 
 
MD: So you have a decade of experience being homeless in DC. Why in your opinion 
do you think homelessness has become so entrenched in the city as something that people 
accept as part of living in DC? 
 
TL: Well, basically I think there’s a world that, ya know, a lot of people don’t want to 
be bothered, ya know. So ‘steada, ya know, gettin’ locked up they go to homeless. You 
have different type, I mean, ya have different people for different ways and reasons for 
homeless. It’s like there’s a world that you don’t wanna be bothered, so like me, my 
reason was I was stayin’ in trouble in Southeast so I went to homeless. I didn’t wanna be 
bothered with my family, I didn’t wanna live with nobody, so I try homeless for a while. 
And I think a lotta people try homeless when they just, ya know, either don’t have 
nowhere to go or either just don’t, ya know, wanna be a bother to their family. 
 
(00:03:14) 
 
MD: So you said you grew up in Southeast. When you decided to be homeless, did you 
stay in Southeast or did you go somewhere else in the city? 
 
TL: No, no. I came to Northwest. In fact, I was in the same library. This is where I 
first came, because they said you find out about the streets there in this library here. I 
came down here, me and my brother came down here, and they had a place called the 
Drop-in Center on the side of the library and we was in there and here in the library. And 
there they’ll tell, ya know, that’s how you find out where’s some of the places to go, 
where’s some of the places to eat at. Back then there was the (unintelligible) House and 
ya had Salvation Army trucks to come out and feed ya. And that’s where I started. 
 
MD:  So is that what drew you to Northwest? Did you feel like there were more 
resources here in Northwest for someone who was homeless? 
 
TL: Yea. Southeast, Southeast didn’t never have no—back then, Southeast didn’t have 
shelters. They didn’t—if you wanted to get something you’d come down to Northwest, 
ya know. Uptown they had several in Northwest and they had several in Northeast. Back 
in the day they didn’t have none in Southeast. 
 
MD: So when you came to Northwest, you said they had the Drop-in Center and trucks 
would come with food. What about shelter? Did you spend nights on the street or did you 
seek shelter? 
 
TL: Yes, well me and my brother, like I said, we hung out here. Then we hung 
down—back then you could go across from the White House to Lafayette Park. That was 



the well-known hang out. And in the evening as it got dark, we found out about a place 
called 2nd & D. And we started staying there. 
 
MD: And that was a shelter, 2nd & D. 
 
TL: Yes, that’s the shelter.  
 
MD: Can you tell me about the shelter? 
 
(00:05:39) 
 
TL: Yes. That was the large—now, it might be the largest shelter in the world, might 
be, I mean, in the United States. It hold—might be anywhere from 500 people. And 
Mitch Snyder, back then Mitch Snyder was running it and he was fighting for to keep it 
open. Back then I think Marion Barry and all them was outside because they wanted to 
close it up. And I’m not mistaken I think President—who was it, Reagan—somebody, I 
think it was Reagan, wasn’t it? They fought to keep the shelter open and they gave DC 
some federal grant or something, I’m not mistaken. And Mitch Snyder was the head 
leader. He fought and we walked downtown and he fought a long battle tryin’ to keep the 
shelter open, which is still open today. 
 
MD: What was living in the shelter like during those early days when the fight was 
going on? 
 
TL: Huh. It was rough. It was rough. (pause) Well, to be truthful, I mean, it was like 
home away from home. I mean, you go leave, come back, as you wish. It was just—it 
was home away from home. Only problem is, ya know, the bugs and you have to deal 
with the sanitary—it was unsanitary, ya know. Some people don’t take showers and they 
don’t make you take showers so that was the problem. You’d get TB—tuberculosis and 
stuff like that—easily, ya know.  
 
MD: Did the conditions improve or change at all while you were there? 
 
TL: While I was there it didn’t change. The building was rundown. But I go back past 
it now. They have meetings. It looks pretty good now, ya know. They remodeled. I don’t 
know how the upstairs—I ain’t been upstairs—but I’m talkin’ as far as the basement, 
they remodeled. They got a health center, I mean, they got a little clinic. You can go there 
to see doctors, ya know. It’s a whole lot better. 
 
MD: Did you ever stay in any other shelters before you moved in with your mother? 
 
TL: Oh yea. Yea, yea. I stayed in almost all the shelters in DC. I went from 2nd & D, 
to Blair, Pierce, Emery. They had trailers, they started putting trailers out. I think 
Southeast, that’s where they put the trailers out. Southeast. I stayed there in my later—
when I was, ya know, as I was working my way back home I stayed in Southeast. But I 
stayed in almost all the shelters in DC. Then trailers. 



(00:09:21) 
 
MD: Can you compare the sorts of conditions? How do the other shelters compare to 
the 2nd & D shelter where you started? 
 
TL: The other shelters was smaller and back then they had you take a—well, they had 
you take a shower, ya know. They had you take showers at Blair and Pierce. You 
couldn’t take none at—but it was smaller. Slept on cots. Think you had to be out there six 
in the mornin’. Get back, you go in at seven in the evenin’. 2nd & D, you didn’t have no 
time to be in, you didn’t have no time to leave. That was the difference. 
 
MD: So what was a typical day like for you when you had these time restrictions at the 
shelters? If you had to be out at 6am, what was your day like? 
 
TL: Well, we start our day off when we go out. We get up and everybody go to SOME 
House. And they feed ya at SOME House, what 7 or 8:30? And I’d try to go catch a ride, 
catch out. Or eviction(??), some kinda day job. And that was a everyday thing. On 
Sunday when you get put out, you go to SOME House. See like I said Northwest had 
always had places you could eat. They had a place called Pancake House, you had a 
church, Hines Church, and you leave SOME House and go to Hines Church to eat 
breakfast. That’s where you might catch the evictions(??) and what not on 5th & K 
Northwest. Stay in abandoned buildings. The old wax museum was abandoned and a lot 
of us had stayed in there, ya know.  
 
MD: What was it like, these day jobs? Can you describe some of the jobs that you did? 
 
(00:11:47) 
 
TL: Yea, day jobs I did. Ok, it’s called catch out, ya know. You got guys that wanted 
you to do a day’s work, anything like, anywhere from helpin’ build a house. I mainly 
went to evictions(??). Anything you could do to survive and kill some time at the same 
time. And when there’s rain, stuff like that, you would to to the library which is here, 
Martin Luther King Library, ‘til they put you out because you fall asleep or something 
because they don’t want you sleepin’ in here. So you’d try to go somewhere for shelter 
during the day like Martin Luther King when it’s cold and rain, stuff like that. 
 
MD: What was it like to be part of—I know I asked you about living in the shelter 
during the fight—but what was it like to be around that sort of advocacy? Did you feel a 
strong attachment to what Mitch Snyder was doing? 
 
TL: Yea, it was a nice bond ‘cause he was doing somethin’ not only for himself. He 
was doin’ something for people that couldn’t help themself. Yea, you could feel the bond, 
you could feel the love that he shared. And, ya know, him and his wife, they used to 
come out and talk to ya, ya know. (pause) It was great. He’d have meetings setting out, 
like there’s a little park across and he’d come out and talk to ya and tell ya what he’s 



trying to do and how we need to stand up ‘cause ain’t nobody gonna give us nothin’. So it 
was a great challenge. 
 
MD: Did you feel that way also? Did you believe that you had to stand up for yourself? 
 
TL: Uh, yea, I believe that. But ya know, back then we’d wake up and drink, ya know, 
to stay warm and drink really so you won’t pay attention to what’s really the reality of 
life, ya know. Some people don’t, but a lot of us’d just stay stoned so you won’t face 
reality. Ya know, once reality came down that’s when I knew I need to do somethin’. So I 
went to a Catholic Church they had. They opened up somethin’ up in Northwest and they 
had a homeless—you could stay there and you get a job, and that’s where I got my break. 
 
(00:15:07) 
 
MD: You found employment? 
 
TL: Yes, I found employment, housing—well, not housing, but ya know you lived in 
there. They took some of your money and put it away for you. I was grateful to the 
Catholic Church. They always done great things for the homeless. 
 
MD: So over the 10 years that you were homeless, what sort of other help did you see? 
If Mitch Snyder was saying you had to go out and get help yourself, what sort of other 
resources did you feel like you had access to over your 10 years, and did they change 
over the 10 years? 
 
TL: Well I always been a worker, so like I said I went on jobs, day jobs, and the 
help—when he said, and he was talkin’ about help yourself, that’s what made me not 
wanna hang around the 2nd & D. I hung around there and, ya know, the more I hung 
around there the more trouble I’d get into, so I went out most of the time.  
 
MD: So you found that you actually got into more trouble hanging around the shelter? 
 
TL: Yea, me. Yea ‘cause—me, I was basically a hothead. I was, ya know, 
(unintelligible). I mean, there was—2nd & D had everything you wanted to have, from 
booze, to drugs, to women. It was just, ya know. And I don’t know how it is now, but 
back then it was a big, big happy fun house. And like I said, I’d from Southeast so 
trouble, seem like trouble follow me. Oh, I found trouble (chuckles). 
 
MD: Was it difficult to feel like you had that sense of—you said a home away from 
home—that you had a community there but you also had these temptations and you felt 
like you were getting into trouble? What was it like to have those sorts of feelings, like 
this was a good place but it was also a place where you were getting into trouble? Was 
that difficult? 
 
TL: Yes, it was difficult. It was very difficult ‘cause you know that old sayin’ birds 
flock together and they hang together, I mean, hang with each other? I was, ya know, I 



hung around the wild guys and I was one of the wild guys. And, ya know, it was—I feel 
that the homeless, what they really need is make programs for them and stuff, ya know? 
Teach them, ya know? ‘Cause if you don’t have no—you got too much idle time on your 
hands and if you ain’t doin’ nothin’ that’s what you run into: trouble.  
 
(00:18:33) 
 
MD: So you felt that this program at the Catholic Church gave you the sort of skills and 
tools that you needed? 
 
TL: Yea, that was great. I heard that they have something like that now. Pierce and 
Blair is a shelter, but you have to work and what not, and they save your money or 
something like that. And that’s what you need, ya know. You need to work toward 
getting back out to society. Sittin’ back and doing nothing is what ya gonna do, ya know. 
So I think it’s great about DC that they has that. And they should have more like that, ya 
know, cause if you can teach a man—you know what they say, if you give a man—why 
give him one slice of bread when he can go out and make his own? And if you teach him 
or show him how, he can get some. That’s if he want to. I believe there’s a lot in there 
that want to but don’t have the resources and just, ya know, just lay down. Don’t try to 
get back up. And you got to try. See I feed the homeless now. My church, we—I started 
out with my church and I go out and tell them it’s by God’s grace that I stand hear, and 
it’s not me, it’s about God. And same way he help me, he’ll help you. But you can’t sit 
down and wait for somebody to get to you. You gotta go out there and try to come on out, 
you gotta try to come outta this thing. And if you stay there and lie down, you gonna get 
the same thing every day. You gotta keep on tryin’, ya know? They say if you hurt 
somebody out there, your family or something like that, go back to ‘em. If you get to ‘em 
and tell ‘em you’re sorry and they don’t accept it, that’s on them. But you got to start 
somewhere, ya know. You can’t—this thing—a shelter, I believe it should be a drop-in. 
We ain’t made to stay there. We fall down, we should get back up. I believe that we 
should get back up. And I go out every month and tell these guys that, ya know, that for 
me to go back home it took a whole lot. It took a whole lot when I was out there in the 
shelter. And you don’t know who gonna accept you until you go back, ya know? Even if 
your wife, your girlfriend don’t wanna accept you, then keep on living. I mean, hey, if 
somebody out there loves you—but you gotta love yourself first. And when you’re down 
like that you don’t got no love for yourself or nothin’ else, so that’s my goal: to go out 
there and (unintelligible). Half the guys out there know me, see me and know, hey, you—
it’s about change, and I know I’m not exempt. I’m not exempt and I gotta change, 
because I had to change, ya know. And if he do it for me, he can do it for you. I tell ‘em 
all the time, he can do it, ya know. “Well you got family, you got this.” I had to go back 
to my family, tell ‘em I’m sorry and try it again. And whoever accept it, accept it, but 
whoever won’t—ya know, I just have to keep on pushin’. And I lost several jobs and 
several friends, but you gotta keep on tryin’. That’s all I talk about and that’s all I tell 
‘em. Hey, ya know, you got to keep tryin’ no matter what. Because the shelter’s not made 
for you to live there all your life. But if that’s what you choose, that’s what you gonna 
get. 
 



(00:23:06) 
 
MD: What do you think the role of the shelters should be?  
 
TL: It should be as a shelter, it should—I think they should have counselors. I think 
they should have counselors go in there and talk like I talk to ‘em. Tell ‘em, hey—‘cause 
we don’t have enough jobs, and people get fired all the time. So some people probably 
feel that they can’t—that they don’t have nothin’ else in life to do. And you need more 
people to encourage ‘em, or come around and talk to ‘em. I know you got churches that 
come down and feed ‘em, but my model—I go feed ‘em but I talk to ‘em. I tell ‘em, ya 
know, “hey look, same thing he did for me he could do it for you.” So I think the shelters 
should have people who come in there and talk to ‘em and encourage ‘em and show ‘em, 
“Hey, I been here and you can come out, too.” I know they say they ain’t got no money—
(chuckles) DC got money. (chuckles again) DC got money, ya know. They just choose to 
do what they wanna do with their money and they don’t wanna help the people. Closing 
down a shelter is not gonna help ‘em. And they tryin’ to—the last meeting I went to, they 
wanna close some of the shelters like St. Elizabeth, they wanna close that and house 
about 100 people. What about the other 500? Where you gonna put them at? Do you treat 
‘em like birds and let ‘em flop all around the city? Lotta people don’t wanna be homeless 
but sometimes they don’t have nothin’ else. And you got some people don’t have family, 
so what is they to do? 
 
MD: So what do you think of the decentralization of the shelters? Closing these 
shelters downtown and moving shelters further away from the core of the city?  
 
TL: What I think? 
 
MD: Yea, I mean—what is it about downtown that’s important to keep shelters 
downtown? 
 
(00:25:36) 
 
TL: It’s the nation’s capitol. Ya know, if you can’t be a prime example as the nation’s 
capitol, then where can you be an example at? They tryin’ to close the shelters ‘cause 
they say it makes the street like bad, but you gonna always have homeless. Every city got 
homeless. But the nation’s capitol wants to try to move you where you can’t be seen at. 
And it’s gonna be almost impossible, because you got people coming from all over the 
world to come to the nation’s capitol, and then they might get stuck. Some people don’t 
choose to be stuck, like I said. But some of ‘em stuck ‘cause they can’t (unintelligible). 
There’s all different kinds of reasons why—you can’t put everybody and say everybody 
is loco or everybody is crazy or somethin’. Half of them ain’t crazy. I mean I talk to a lot 
of em’ and a lot of ‘em know the Bible just as well or perhaps more than me, got plenty 
of sense. It’s just that when you get out there in this world, and you be so let down, that 
you just get stuck. And that’s where half of ‘em get stuck, ya know, and don’t know how 
to get out of it. 
 



MD:  How have you seen downtown change since your time growing up in DC to now, 
and what sorts of changes are the most apparent to you? 
 
TL: Well, the changes—well it still remain almost the same to me. It’s still almost the 
same. It ain’t too much different. Only thing they did was give the homeless a place to 
live. They ain’t doin’ no changes. They ain’t tryin’ to help ‘em. And they don’t wanna 
have it because they wanna take it back. But they signed a lease, they gave that money, 
and if they could take it back they would. And when the lease is over they gonna take it 
back. They gonna take it back, ya know. So ain’t too much changed. They don’t care. It’s 
about selfish. And like I said, they need programming. Programming and help people so 
they can try to get back out there. And everybody don’t want change but you got some 
out there that wants to change, ya know.  
 
(00:28:43) 
 
MD: What do you think about all the business development downtown and this 
Downtown Business Improvement District? How has that affected the homeless and the 
shelters downtown? 
 
TL: (chuckles) You know they want them gone ‘cause Chinatown is too close to the 
shelter. You know they don’t want them down there, and that affects their business. But 
like I said, homeless everywhere, so you can’t stop it, ya know. You just gotta deal with 
it. And like I said, I think they’re gonna—whenever that lease is up they’re gonna try to 
put ‘em, move ‘em away from downtown to, ya know, most likely I think they’ll try to 
shove ‘em over to Southeast somewhere. That’s the part of the city they don’t like 
recognizing. Anacostia area. They don’t like recognizing that. Far lost east. They gonna 
try to get ‘em from downtown because they, ya know, ‘cause people walking around and 
they wanna hide it. But you can’t hide what’s going on for real. You can’t sweep that 
under the door like it ain’t happenin’. It’s happenin’. 
 
MD: What did you think when you were living at the 2nd & D shelter, when Mitch 
Snyder was sort of leading this fight, and the DC idea about bussing people to Anacostia? 
Is that something that you feel could happen again? 
 
TL: Oh yea, it’s gonna happen. It’s gonna happen. It’s gonna happen—they’re gonna 
start, like I said, I think that shelter in 2015 when that lease run out they gonna ship ‘em 
over. They gonna ship ‘em downtown—I mean across the water somewhere. They ain’t 
gonna allow this. They want their building. That’s a big building. They want that land. 
‘Cause they talkin’ bout takin’ that building and making a shelter behind it. What kinda 
stuff is that? You either want it there or you don’t. Why you wanna put it behind? ‘Cause 
they wanna hide ‘em. They tryin’ to hide ‘em. That’s basically what it is. You can’t hide 
it. ‘Cause it’s the nation’s capitol they wanna hide ‘em, and they gonna ship ‘em. Yep. 
You right, they gonna bus ‘em. They gonna take ‘em, put ‘em on busses and take ‘em on 
back to Southeast somewhere. You know, let ‘em get back over this way the best way 
they can. But you can’t stop it. They got too many people, it’s too many people homeless. 
And DC, the prices goin’ up. Housing is gettin’ ridiculous, so you can’t afford nothin’.  



 
(00:32:03) 
 
MD: You mentioned you worked while you were living in the shelters. Did you ever 
look for low-income housing? What’s your thought on the availability of housing for 
low-income people in DC? 
 
TL: Well see, I worked, like I said, day jobs. When I got a job, I mean when I got a 
job through Catholic, I tried to get an apartment. But you can’t, like I said, the only 
apartments you gonna find is on the outskirts. Northeast, southeast. You can’t find 
nothin’ too much. And they gettin’ ridiculous now, ya know. The apartments gettin’ out 
of hand as far as tryin’—one bedroom cost ya, back then they used to have efficiency. 
And that was, it got to a point that they cost too much money now. You can’t hardly 
make it in DC. DC is ridiculous for real. It’s a place now you have to be almost above 
average to live. And the Section 8 list is so long that you—(chuckles). 
 
MD: Do you still have friends who are homeless in DC? 
 
TL: Yea. Yea, like I said I still go to the shelter once a month. My church, the 
Gathering of the Remnant, we go to the shelter every third Saturday and feed—I know a 
lot of guys that’re still in the shelter. I see also some of the guys that I used to mingle 
with and talk to. A lot of ‘em passed on, or they still tryin’ to hang on, ya know. Yea, but 
I know a whole lotta guys.  
 
MD: What was it for you—you said that you have to get to this point where you turn 
around and try to do something for yourself—was it getting involved with the Catholic 
Church? Was that that moment for you? When did you have that moment where you 
decided that something needed to change? 
 
(00:34:43) 
 
TL: Well, like I said, I got the mobility of workin’ again. I started, ya know—you 
gotta wanna make that change. And if you got that break—I got that break, that little 
boost of confidence back—then, ya know, I went back and I moved in with my sister. 
And they always told me I don’t know why you was out there no way, you shoulda been 
came home. I’m like, ya know, I need to check me out, ya know. I need to find out what I 
found out for myself, and that’s why I (unintelligible) the guys, you don’t know who love 
you until you go out there, ya know, make amends. Ask for forgiveness. ‘Cause you got 
folks, or if you don’t have folks, you got to get up. You got to get up and try. That’s 
where I got my start. Catholic Church charity. Start workin’ again and boost my—and it 
just went from there. I went back home ‘cause like you said I couldn’t find no place. I 
went back over my sister’s house and start over from there. Then I left my sister, that’s 
when I went back to my mother’s house. ‘Cause I didn’t wanna live with my mother 
‘cause, ya know, I was drinkin’ and she’s in church. I wasn’t ready to stop doing what I 
was doing. So I didn’t wanna burden nobody else with me. So I think that’s most of the 
homeless problem, is they don’t wanna burden nobody, ya know. They don’t wanna 



adapt to rules. That’s basically what it is. They don’t wanna change, they don’t wanna 
adapt. But to get what you need, you got to make a change. You got to accept some of the 
rules and responsibility.  
 
MD: Do you think that’s one of the reasons homelessness has become sort of 
entrenched in DC? That there’s a sense that people are a burden on their families or on 
society? You’ve used this word burden a few times. 
 
(00:37:29) 
 
TL: Yea, that’s what I think basically. ‘Cause the average man, if you get down there 
and talk to him, the average one’ll tell you, “I don’t want nobody to tell me what to do. I 
don’t wanna accept them rules.” But yet when you go, the shelters for the homeless is 
similar to a jail. They wanna tell you what not to do in there. If you get to fussin’ and 
fightin’ they’ll put you out. So if you can accept them rules, why not go home or go live 
with somebody? Like I said, ya know, you go there and just don’t worry about nothin’. 
That’s basically what homeless is about. You don’t wanna have to worry, but you 
worryin’ anyway ‘cause you gotta watch your back. You don’t know how the next man 
thinkin’. You don’t know where the next man came from. It’s rough. (pause) 
 
MD: Did you ever spend the night out on the street before you went to 2nd & D. 
 
TL: Oh yea. Like I said, I used to sleep on, I slept on the grates outside plenty of time 
when I didn’t feel like being bothered with nobody else. I didn’t wanna go to the shelter 
‘cause, like I said, it’s like jail. You don’t wanna hurt nobody, you don’t want nobody to 
hurt you. So when it was like nice days, like summertime, I slept outside in the park. Yea. 
Down in Lafayette Park. (chuckles) That was the place. 
 
MD: What was it like to spend a night outside in DC? 
 
TL: Like I said, ya know, I ain’t—it was another night like, hey, it was—(chuckles). 
What was it like. (pause) You go to sleep, wake back up and every day was the same. 
Was the same. You wake up, walk the streets, look for something to eat, go back to sleep 
again. [noise in background] So every day was the same day ‘cept for Sunday, ‘cause 
Sunday mostly everything closed down so it was hard to get something to eat. That’s the 
different days. But every other day, every day was the same ‘cept for Sunday. That’s 
basically what it was. 
 
(00:40:46) 
 
MD: What would you try to do for food on Sundays when the trucks wouldn’t come? 
 
TL: You got, well like I said Salvation Army truck came every day and you go stand 
in that line and wait for ‘em, try to gather up sandwiches. Try to gather up, or when you 
go to SOME House or somethin’ like that you take some of the bread and put it in plastic 
bag and try to save it for a late night snack. On Saturday you hold some of your food over 



for Sunday, ‘cause you know you don’t know where you gonna eat on Sunday. Yep, one 
of the rough days. Sunday was a rough day. (pause) Oh man, thinkin’ about them days 
man. (sighs) Them memories, ya know. The memories, them some memories. But I thank 
God I went through it. I thank God. They ain’t nothin’ like it. I wouldn’t suggest it to 
anybody else unless you tryin’ to be strong, ‘cause if you ain’t strong a lotta time you go 
crazy or outta your mind. You just won’t make it. Yep.  
 
MD: You mentioned staying stoned to try to escape reality. Was that something that 
arose as a coping mechanism after you were homeless? 
 
(00:42:54) 
 
TL: Yea, that’s a cope. That’s a cope. Like I said, yea I drank just so you won’t have 
to worry. You won’t have to think about it. And like I said, every day seem like the same 
day. You wake up to eat, and wake up to drink. Get high and go to sleep. Wake back up, 
try to get another drink or something else to eat. Yep, that was the cope. That was the 
cope. 
 
MD: Now that you’re back with your family and you’ve made amends, when you think 
back on those 10 years is there anything that sticks out to you? Any particular day or any 
particular night that you think about more often than others? 
 
TL: (pause) I almost killed a man down at 2nd & D. And that sticks out in my mind 
often. I thank God he didn’t die. That sticks out in my mind. I see that. I see that often in 
my mind. (pause) I turn myself in. Mitch Snyder, his lawyer came and got me out. 
(pause) 
 
MD: Is it difficult for you now—you’re still an advocate, obviously, you held feed the 
homeless—is it difficult for you to revisit that world? 
 
(00:45:10) 
 
TL: No, it ain’t difficult. It ain’t difficult. I tell ‘em all the time, I say without them, 
there’s no me. I love doin’ it because it let me know that it’s still out there. The disease 
still out there, the homeless is still there. I tell ‘em all the time that I’m a day away from 
bein’ homeless. I could be homeless anytime, ya know. If you don’t keep up, don’t keep 
doin’ what you need to do, anybody could be homeless. The people don’t bother me. I 
just love doin’ it because I love givin’ back. And if I could just help one person out of all 
them 50—or I try to feed about 200, we feed about 150 to 200—and if I could get my 
point across to one or two or three, that makes my day. ‘Cause I remember when this 
church used to come down to 2nd & D and pick us up, take us out to Virginia and feed us. 
And they used to pray for us and talk to us, and that’s what you need. You need, that’s 
why I say, you need people to talk to you, to keep letting you know that God loves you 
and so do I. You gotta impute that so maybe you’ll pull the hope outta someone. But they 
don’t hear nothin’, ya know. They think the world’s against ‘em. That’s not true. Most of 



all you gotta forgive yourself first. And then you might come out. You might come out. 
Your chance of coming out’s pretty good. 
 
MD: As someone who is still involved in helping and giving back, what would you like 
to see happen with the CCNV shelter with this covenant expiring soon? 
 
(00:47:37) 
 
TL: What I’d really like to see is the government take—since they put money in it I’d 
like to see them put some kinda program in place. Pay some people to go in and talk to 
people. Take some of the abandoned buildings and try to work with people. Try to 
encourage people, because if you could save, like I said, a few people, a few good people, 
I know a whole lotta people who came out and is doing well. And if government could 
take time out and put somethin’ in instead of always worrying about tryin’ to knock ‘em 
down, it’d be great. Ya know? It’d be great. (pause) ‘Cause there’s a lot of them guys that 
got good testimonies, if only they could come out. And it’s hard to come out by yourself, 
ya know. You need some help. You need some help when you fall down that low. It’s 
kinda hard. And I think the government should put forth and try to help, give out more 
grants to send those that want to to some kinda class. I remember back when I was a 
teenager comin’ up they had little programs, like workshops. You got guys that wanna, a 
whole lotta guys that wanna work but they don’t know how. I mean they don’t know how 
to come out. They don’t know how to get back up. 
 
MD: We’ve covered a lot of issues. I know that you brought your book with you. Is 
there anything we haven’t talked about that you’d like to talk about, that you want people 
to hear? 
 
TL: Yea, I’m tryin’ to do this little book thing myself about the homeless. I almost 
completed one and somebody stole it when I worked security. I’m tryin’ to redo it again. 
And all I wanna say is, ya know, so people think, I mean not see the worst of homeless. 
‘Cause people, they human. They human, they just had a bad break in life. People have 
bad breaks and don’t know what to do. I had nowhere to turn to. And they turn to 
homeless. Ya know, like I said, maybe if they could get a break or a chance I believe 
you’d have some better people, if they got their break. Might make somebody a good 
husband, a good wife, ya know? A good person. That society could use, ‘steada tearing 
‘em down all the time. That’s all. 
 
(00:51:41) 
 
MD: Is there anything that I haven’t asked you? Important questions that you think 
exist about this experience of homeless people, or just homelessness in DC in general? 
What are some of the important questions that you think are out there that I haven’t 
asked, that we haven’t touched upon? 
 
TL: Where do homeless go from here? That’ll be hard to ever know, because as time 
go on I think we see more homeless because it’s gettin’ harder. Ain’t never coming 



down. Basically a lotta things goin’ up, like prices. Prices goin’ up so I think you’ll see 
more homeless rise, ‘steada decreasin’ I think it’ll increase. And like I say, the 
government need to step in and try to help. Help programmin’, ya know. Help give ‘em 
some kinda stipend. But you have to control that ‘cause if you gave all the homeless 
people money, most time they ain’t gonna do but drink it up or drug it up or somethin’. 
You gotta work with ‘em. Show ‘em that it’s about tryin’ to get your stuff together. So I 
ain’t gonna say you should give ‘em all checks because if you don’t know what to do 
with your money, or if you don’t get programs tryin’ to do the right thing it’s goin’ to 
waste anyway. So my suggestion is to try to give ‘em programs. Pay some counselors to 
go down there and talk all the time. If you could pull ten or twenty out of the big 
building, that’d be great. But you ain’t gonna pull nothin’ if you stick ‘em all there and 
forgot about ‘em, ya know. Matter a fact, you gonna have more and more come. 
 
(00:54:24) 
 
MD: We’re coming up on the end of the interview here. I’ve had you talking and 
sharing with me for quite a while. Is there anything else you want to add? A final word? 
 
TL: No, that’s it. That’s it. God’s been good to me. I just pray for the brothers and 
sisters, for those who fall short. That they may find theirselves. That’s all. There’s 
nothing else I have. But I’m gonna keep on tryin’. I’m gonna keep on tryin’. As long as I 
got my church backing me up. I go to Salvation Army and I get blankets, and I go back 
downtown and visit downtown where I used to be. Lafayette Park is not there no more 
‘cause you’re too close to the White House. But I go down and give out blankets and I 
(unintelligible), help make sandwiches and stuff like that. We, me and my grandchildren 
and my son, we just go out sometimes, just pass out blankets. So I get to see ‘em. I get to 
still see the pain on some of ‘em’s face. And how gracious they be when you give ‘em 
somethin’. Down in Franklin Park and Foggy Bottom and places like that. So I still see 
the pain ‘cause I go out there so I can see it. Let me know that it’s still out there.  
 
MD: Thank you so much, Terry, for your time and insight and experience. I really 
appreciate you giving the interview. Thank you so much. 
 
TL: Thank you, sir. 
 
(00:56:39) 
 
End of interview 


